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Wilhelm KÜHNKLT (1905 1()XN) - Scientist and Teacher
A memory on occasion of his hundredth anniversary
compiled by his former assistants
Friedrich S C U M I I K , H e i n / L Ö I I I . I R , R e i n h a r d SCIIUSTHR, E r w i n FÜHRER,
Herbert NOPP, Kurt Pom IIAMMI R, Karl SÄNÜI-.R, B e n n o DARNIIOI I;R, H e l m u t
P R U S U I A , Wolfgang WAIT/BAUHR & G e r h a r d SIMIZHR
2005 marks the hundredth jubilee of Wilhelm KÜIINI-I.T and suggests to recall his scientific merits concerning general and especially terrestrial ecology and to remember
him as a leading teacher of these fields at the University of Vienna. Our group trying to
take this challenge consists of KUIINII.TS still living employees presented in temporal
order during his periods as assistant and professor.
Sriiu.iiR F., l . o i i u R II., S( in si IK R., FI'HKKK K., NOIM1 II., POIILHAMMKR K.,
SÄNC;KR K., DARMIOI I:R B., PRI S< H A II., WAII/.I!AII.K W. & SIM I/.IK C , 2005: Wilhelm Ki MM i i (1905-19X8), Wissenschafter und Lehrer. Zum (bedenken an den
100. (ieburtsta^, /usamnien«es(ellt \on seinen ehemaligen Assistenten.
Wilhelm KüiiNiiLT, an den Universitäten in Wien und in Graz tätig, war Zoologe und
führend in Wissenschaft und Lehre im Bereich der terrestrischen Ökologie.

Umv.-Prof. Dr. Wilhelm KOIINIÜT. Lunz, 1965.
Foto: Dr. Wolfuaim WAII/HAUI K.
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W. KÜIINELT was born in Linz about 40 years after Ernst HAECKEL (1866) who quoted
any kinds of relationship between all existing organisms and the biosphere of our planet
(Eduard SUESS 1875) as the science of ecology.
His studies at the Vienna University (1923-1927) were devoted to zoology, botany and
- not so usual at that time for biologists - to chemistry. He obtained the doctor's degree
in July 1927 and in addition passed the examinations for permission to teach at high
schools natural history and chemistry. During his undergraduated time he found excellent support and stimulation by well-known scientists such as B. HATSCIIEK. (important
work on Amphioxus and former student of E. HAECKEL), K. GROBBEN (who proposed
Proto- and Deuterostomia), J. VERSLUYS (comp. anatomy of vertebrates), L. BERTALANITY
and K. PRZIBRAM (theoretical biology and physiology), O. STORCH (micro-kinematography), F. RUTTNER (limnology) and the pedologists W. KUBIENA and H. FRANZ.
Moreover, the German physiologist P. KRÜGER who stayed at the Vienna University for
only 4 years after KÜIINELT'S graduation established a laboratory course in animal ecology and physiology which was taken over by KÜIINELT after his habilitation (1934).
Apart of never ending scientific inquisitiveness, the influences mentioned are reflected
by an imposing diversity of research subjects already during his undergraduate period
and his assistantship until his habilitation. They comprise (bio-) chemical, anatomicalmorphological and, obviously stimulated by the famous palaeontologist O. ABEL, paleoecological studies (such as his piddoek investigations) and concern mainly insects and
molluscs. But already at the beginning of his scientific activity (1928-1934) several
ecological publications such as "microclimate and terrestrial fauna" show his later predominant interest. Apart from ecotones (snow-line of high mountains and littoral of
rivers, lakes and the sea) some of his favourite localities were Lunz and the Neusiedler
See area and remained so for a long time. Among his total of approximately 200 papers
including books quite a number is devoted to important theoretical considerations such
as "principles of systematics" (1940) and the "Leitformen"-method in ecology of terrestrial animals, at about the same time as A. REMANE performed his work on life-form
types (1943).
In 1943 KÜIINELT was drawn into military and after imprisonment in the United States
(where to some extent he could carry out field research) he eventually returned to Vienna in 1946. 1947 he was invited to carry on with his teaching activities and at the same
time he intensified - stimulated by W. KUBIENA - his work in soil ecology. As a result
of all this efforts he could present his "Soil Biology", indeed the work of a professional
pioneer. 1957 it was translated into Spanish and twice (1965 and 1967) into English. It
should be stressed that several details and results are derived from his students and colleagues (e.g. J. DONNER, H. FRANZ, W. KUBIENA etc.).
However, it must be stated at this occasion, that his taxonomic knowledge especially of
invertebrates was legendary especially culminating in certain Coleoptera such as tenebrionids and chrysomelids but also Orthoptera and many soil dwelling groups. That
did not exclude his interest in vertebrates as demonstrated by relevant ecological, physiological (e.g. A remarkable case of longevity in Palmatogecko rangei 1982) and biogeographical work or support of a thesis on biology of the bearded titmouse (Paminis bicirinicus) by G. SPITZER. His retentiveness was certainly widely recognized.
1950 he was offered the chair for zoology in Graz and succeeded the later Nobel Prize
winner K. V. FRISCH. He introduced the fields of ecology, ecological geography and his
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"principles of systematic". One of his students (L. DOI.LING) was stimulated to study together with KÜIINI-LT the destruction of leaves in aquatic environment, a process which
results in POM (participate organic matter), an important factor in mainly running waters as recognized during later programs such as the IBP. In addition one of our authorteam, R. SCHUSTER was invited to work on the decomposition processes in soil by oribatids. The co-writer of this article is now an emeritus of the University of Graz. 1952
KÜIINELT worked for several weeks in the "Institute) de Odalblogia y Fisiogia Vegetal" in
Madrid and returned finally to Vienna, still during 1953. There he stayed as the head of
the so called II. Zoological Institute until the zoological departments (I., W. MARINELLI
and II) in need of more space were after several political scandals shifted to an uttermost
unsuitable location far from many other relevant science departments in 1982. In spite
of these conditions KUIINF.LT had to accept an emeritus room offered to him by W. WAITZIJAUI-R (H. Noi>p, G. SPITZER).
Me became soon also active in the Austrian Academy of Sciences when elected as corresponding member in 1955 and only 4 years later as an ordinary one. As chairman of
commissions such as the "exploration of Neusiedler See" and "the fauna of Austria"
(1959-1988) he could contribute to the development and progress of many projects.
During his now culminating period of 12 years he concentrated more than ever before on
ecological geography (Austria, Spain, Greece etc.) and on integrated biomes such as the
mountains (Alps and Pyrenees), cities (restricted mainly to Vienna) and riverine landscapes, leaving the inland waters to the fast growing limnological schools. In addition,
numerous ecosystems such as caves were carefully studied. Therefore it did not appear
as a surprise that after this period between 1953 and the early sixtieth his "Grundriss
der Ökologie" was published in 1965 (402 pp.). The high quality of this book is based on
KÜHNELTS excellent observations and analyses of biocoenoses and ecosystems of the terrestrial biomes and the problem of life-form types to which he consecrated 50 pages. A
second edition (1970,443 pp.) gave him the opportunity to include the experiences from
his Namibia excursion and a French translation gave this book a wider distribution. With
his monography of the genus Chrysochloa (chrysomelids, leaf beetles) he produced his
last comprehensive paper which again demonstrated one of his systematic preferences.
During the years to follow KLJIINELT increasingly became concerned about environment
risks and changes such as immigration and extinction cases of animals. Already when in
a discussion of KÜHNELT with his colleague Prof. Dr. Gertrud PLESKOT in broadcast the
publicity was informed in January 1971 about ecology both speakers stressed the negative influences of civilization and changes of the environment. Probably the projects of
atomic power plants may have been the releasing motivation for these remarks.
Mis efforts for protecting and saving valuable environment and better understanding of
it and improved handling became honoured after his decease by the establishment of a
"Wilhelm KÜIINEI.T Seminar".
As a University teacher for animal ecology and physiology, animal biogeography and
taxonomy KÜIINI-LT was most welcome (again) in Vienna and in Graz. His clear and well
understood lectures in which he stressed and emphasized important matters and connections and in addition gave an astonishing large amount of examples and case studies
were attentively received. lie also informed about modern soil ecology and stimulated
numerous students with proposed subjects and topics as choice for their thesis (e.g. E.
FÜHRER [now emeritus at the University of Agriculture] with his "relation soil arthropods and plant-roots"). One member of our publishing group still remembers when sit-
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ting together with two at present famous emeriti in KÜIINUTS ecology lecture (October
1947, room 42) that they whispered eagerly " . . . finally something new and so well presented ..."
There is no doubt that most of his students enjoyed his lectures and practical courses
(e.g. animal physiology) and likewise, if not even more, his excursions which in Vienna
followed a certain order, beginning during spring with a riverine area in Vienna (e.g.. the
"Prater") followed by a visit of dry meadows and shrub hills near I lainburg (east of Vienna, then the area east of Neusiedler See ("Seewinkel") and localities of the Slv part o{'
Vienna Forest and finally a high-mountain site (e.g. Rax).
Later he introduced a frost-night excursion for the demonstration of Geometridac adapted to those climatic conditions (e.g. Operophtera sp., Erannis sp.). During these excursions students would collect any (mostly) invertebrates and kept them in glasstubes or
-boxes and at several stops sit in a circle with KÜHNUT who had been given the collected
animals. Then the participants were informed about taxonomy, morphology, physiology
etc on each species. Sometimes up to more than 100 species were presented during such
an excursion harvest (F. SCHAU.I-.R).
In the memory of most of us KÜIINUT was a modest (K. SÄN(II-:R), rather ascetic person
with a long, bony face with its mustache, a slender tenacious body, able for endless excursions.
Known to all of our group he was a rather helpful person if confronted with people concerned with problems. The most obvious example is the case of the student F. Sei IAUTR
from Germany with a disabled arm and hand when he approached the young assistant
KiJiiNiTT in 1939 whether under this condition he could study zoology. KOIINKITS answer was only a short request "I can't tell you now but see me after three days!"' When
F. SciiALLiiR appeared again he was told that he could start with zoology as the main
subject. Only many years later, when F. SCHAU.F.R'S thesis on Collembola of the Vienna
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Forest (stimulated by KOIINHLT) had been already printed, KOIINKI.T admitted that he had
successfully used only one arm and hand for his own scientific work during those three
days. KüiiNiii.T was also patient with students missing any ability for rational and fast
working in spite of their interest to achieve their aims. He rarely became inpatient if for
example one of his assistants delayed the return from field work (letter to H. LÖFFLER,
Shiraz, 8. VII. 1956). On the other hand - as has been mentioned - he was most inquisitive, sometimes even curious (K. POIILHAMMI-R) and at the same time manifested his unbelievable systematic knowledge when he wrote (15. VII. 1964 to H. LÖFFLER) again: you
could imagine how much I would be delighted to see once a Teinopalpus flying). Sometimes he came up with sudden questions which one had to be prepared for. KÜHNELT was
sensitive but mostly tolerant. During the period in the "Old University" the assistants of
both Zoological Institutes (I and II, MARINELLI and KÜHNELT) used at least twice a year to
perform a cabaret with careful rehearsals (with or without music) for which the late assistant of KÜIINELT, E. ABEL, was most often in charge of its preparation. Ironic remarks
and imitations concerning our professors were of course obvious.
Already in 1962 KÜHNELT (preparations for the 600 anniversary of the Vienna University
[1365] were going on) expressed his great concern in connection with the necessity of a
larger and modern building, which the zoological institutes were in need as mentioned
above. He was afraid that they should be shifted to the so-called "New University" close
to the main building but an ugly edifice which at the time of its planning and construction was supposed to serve for the University Library. After several political scandals
"The Zoology" came finally about (as already noted) far away and close to the Economy
University. The pompous title "Biocenter" (plant physiology, human biology and zoology) was given to this most inconvenient building. Moreover, the government did not
hesitate to establish a second "Biocenter" on the other side of Vienna.
Our group hopes that with this short message for our colleagues we succeeded to renew the memory of Wilhelm KÜHNELT. A list of his publications (including the books is
presented by H. FRANZ (1988) in: Almanach of the Austrian Academy of Sciences 138,
320-328.
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